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Oak Tree Times

All the news that’s ﬁt for camp….
Seals, seals, seals!

Welcome to the world of seals! Well.. this is
not really the world of seals. It is just a
story, or a article, or whatever it is about
seals. So let’s start!! The first part is fun,fun,
fun,fun facts! I’m sure you have never
heard of that before. You have definitely
heard of fun facts from a school project or some of that whatnot. But
you have never heard of… fun,fun,fun,fun facts before. The first
fun,fun,fun,fun fact is that seals are in a category of animals called
pinnipedia. The second fun,fun,fun,fun fact is that seals sleep
underwater. I bet you could not sleep underwater. To test this theory,
( I think that is what the word is.) right now, wherever you are, I want
you to hold your breath and before you start you should ask a friend
to count how many seconds you can hold your breath. That was fun,
wasn't it? Of course it was!!! These are fun, fun, fun, fun facts! So, this
is my last fun, fun, fun, fun fact. It’s so SAAAAAAD!!!!!!!!!! Seals only live
for 25-30 years. That is like a quarter of our life!!!!!! I do not know how
they die anyway, soooooooooo, BYE!!!
By a seal

Classroom Spies: Contemporary

We got a suggestion from an anonymous
camper asking us to spy on Contemporary.
We found it in our folder right outside the
OTT room, please give us suggestions, we
really appreciate them! Legend has it,
Contemporary is using the music River of
Tears by Alessia Cara. We heard the music when they were practicing,
and the music ﬁt really well with the choreography. The choreography
was beautiful and stunning. This choreography was choreographed by
Grace Gehrenbeck- Shim, and she is now teaching the class, which used
to be taught by Holly. But now that Holly is teaching the musical, she
can’t teach contemporary because they are both period 1 classes.
“Make it a bent elbow, not quite ﬂat” said Grace as she gave the amazing
dancers critique. Rumors say that this dance starts on the ﬂoor and the
dance is a good length. This class was working extremely productively
because they got a lot of the choreography done in the second day. Be
quiet about this very classiﬁed information. This information is certiﬁed
by the CIA, CAAP Intelligence Agency.
Classroom Spies signing off!

Next Article: Advanced Photography, Period 3

MORE CAMPER
ARTICLES
ONLINE!!!!
https://caapwriting.wordpress.com
● TAG
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● RANDOM COLUMN
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● FICTION STORIES
● MOVIE REVIEW‛S
● AND MORE!

Jokes
Q: What do you call a fish without
eyes?
A: A Fsh.
Q: WHat do you call an alligator
detective?
A: An investi-gator
Q: Why did the scarecrow win an
award?
A: Because he was outstanding in
his field.
Q:What lights up a soccer stadium?
A: A soccer match
Q: WHy shouldn’t you write with a
broken pencil?
A: Because it’s pointless
Q: What’s the difference between
the bird flu and the swine flu?
A:One requires tweetment and the
other an oinkment.
Q: If athletes get athlete’s foot,
what do elves get?
A: Mistle-toes
Q:What’s brown and sticky?
A: A stick
Q: What do you call a pig that does
karate?
A: A pork chop.
By Georgia
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The Amendment That Keeps Giving: The 14th Amendment (Part1)
Imagine a society in which citizens could not marry the person they
love. People would be alone because they could not express their love for
another and many would feel empty or lonely. That is what life would be like if
it weren’t for the Fourteenth Amendment and all of its protections. The
Obergefell v. Hodges case made it all the way to the U.S. Supreme
Court(2015). Jim Obergefell was suing because the state of Ohio did not
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The Pet Wizard
Hello everybody! Welcome to
another wonderful year of CAAP! I
am just going to say that my folder
is outside the OTT room as always,
so please put stuff in the folder so
that I write stuff. Thanks!
The Pet Wizard

recognize him as a surviving spouse since his husband died. The Fourteenth

Noodles the shih tzu

Amendment played a tremendous role in this case and in our past. The

My dog is named
Noodles. He is very
old. He is 14 years old
and he loves chicken.
He used to eat dog
kibble but once his
teeth rotted we had to switch to wet
food like mushy, gushy chicken liver. Let
me tell you how he got the name
Noodles. Before I was born, in 2004,
my parents were watching a movie where
a guy would help people get anything
they wanted, even something to make
them y. So one day he had a customer
that said that she wanted to swim in a
big bucket of ‘’NEW-dells!’’. My mom
knew exactly what to name my dog. My
mom had already had my dog because
the day before was the day that my mom
and my dad actually got my dog and
were wondering what to name him. So
that is how my dog got the name
noodles. When they got him my dad was
crying because he thought that my dog
was so adorable. Right now my dog is
like I said 14 and my parents have had
him since he was born. Even though he is
blind has an ear infection and smells, my
family and I still love him anyway. I wish
he could read this article. Since you are
reading this article, Noodles is famous!
By Peter Jamrog

amendment was mainly made to deﬁne citizenship and protect citizens’ rights,
limiting what Confederates could do in retaliation, making states rights more
clear, and the government’s ability to enforce the Amendment. The Fourteenth
Amendment was also created to make sure Confederates could join the Union
again by taking an oath of loyalty to enter a government position. Also
Confederates had to pay back damaged property with their own money! The
Amendment also made more clear states rights. The Amendment said that
states could not violate citizen privileges, immunities, deprive life or liberty or
belongings without the process of law, and equal protection by the law. Equal
protection by the law ﬁrst was about protecting newly freed slaves rights. Over
the years it has been interpreted diﬀerently and now it protects rights for
LGBTQ. States also could not discriminate against its citizens. The Fourteenth
Amendment was ratiﬁed on July 28, 1868. The problem that was addressed
with the Fourteenth Amendment was newly freed enslaved people and
citizenship. Once slaves were freed by the Emancipation Proclamation they
were still considered three ﬁfths of a person because of the Three Fifths
Compromise. Therefore, the Amendment was made to make anyone born in
America a citizen and to make anyone naturalized a citizen (gone through legal
requirements to become citizen). One thing that is interesting about this
amendment is that when it was ﬁrst made, it clearly focused on “male
inhabitants.” Many women’s suﬀrage advocates were upset with this claiming
that the Fourteenth Amendment excluded women and it was the ﬁrst
amendment to make the distinction of male. Women who were suﬀragettes
mainly saw that the Amendment was sacriﬁcing gender equality to gain racial
equality.

To be continued…
By Brandi Silva
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Tag
HI I’m Hannah and I was tagged by Sol. I go to Brookline High School and I am almost 14 years old. I take dance classes in the
year and at CAAP. I’ve been taking dance since I was three, and if I had to choose my favorite style of dance it would be modern
because it is very expressive and you can create movements with your body that are not concrete. I love the book The
Outsiders by S.E. Hinton and I’ve seen the movie 16 times. I have a little sister named Sarah and she is coming to CAAP next
week. I tag Marie Churchill.

Today we had an amazing Noontime Show, starting off with the amazing Cynthia Harman, who has worked at
the Park School for 23 years. She sang the song Home from the movie The Wiz. Cynthia got a standing ovation,
and she deserved it. Next, we had Luca Olivet, singing the song A Million Dreams, from the movie The Greatest
Showman. After that, “That’s So Sketchy” Performed hilarious little skits they had made up of “Awkward
Dinner Conversations.” For our fourth performance the three Sacks Sisters showed us all a music video they
had made to the song “Walk.” Next up, Linestorm Animation displayed another video, that they called “eras”
After that happened, the Great Scenes class had a video of them based on the Dead Poets Society, where they
reacted it very well. Lastly, we had a PowerPoint of “how to OTT,” showing how to get to the Oak Tree Times on
the computer. This was a great Noontime Show today!!

Polka, Dot, and Kiwi part 2

Polka and Dot couldn’t believe how the tables had turned. Only days ago, they were playing and having fun. Those days

seemed very far away now. Kiwi treated them like she was a drill sergeant. She woke them up at 2:00 am every morning,
and made them do sprints and vocal warm ups. They did this until 5:00 am, then they had a meal containing no dairy
because that is bad for vocal cords. Their meal was bran, and beet greens topped with lettuce. Finally after one week,
Polka and Dot were lying in bed at 1:30 am, when Polka said to Dot,
“Dot, this has to stop.”
“I agree Polka,” said Dot “I say that we don’t get up when Kiwi tells us to in 30 minutes.”
“But how will that help?” asked Polka.
“Because then she will come in. We shall confront her about why she is so mean.”
“Oh. I see.” The girls were right. Kiwi did come in. But when they asked her about it, the result they got was not
expected.
TO BE CONTINUED.......

A Very Strange Story About A Fish
The ﬁsh is named Squish.The ﬁsh is squishy. The ﬁsh is big. The ﬁsh says
“squish.” The ﬁsh does not swim. The ﬁsh squishes! The ﬁsh likes squishy
stuff. The ﬁsh likes me for creating him. The ﬁsh also likes hot dogs and
people who are squishy and sea cucumbers. He had a very happy life. He
likes squishing sea cucumbers. He spends his days eating his endless supply
hot dogs and squishing his loving sea cucumbers. The sea cucumbers lived in
the squishy sand. One day while he was squishing, Squish met a very nice sea
cucumber named Martha. They decided to get married. They had many
squishy children and lived very happily ever after. They created a new species called squishes. The end.

of
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Lots O‛ Pups
Hello CAAPsters!
Today we are going to
be talking about some
very important topics
that have been
happening to dogs
recently. (Don’t
worry, this is NOT
POLITICS. Mr. Owner and I would NEVER do that!)
● Recently, in Spain, an adorable dog named
Poncho with incredible training performed CPR
on a police officer who fell. I wish Laila could
do that! If you fell more often, I could show
you my incredible skills!
● In Pennsylvania, another amazing dog named
Yolanda saved her blind owner‛s life by calling
911 during a fire. If we ever have a fire- I
would save Mr. Owner and be incredible and
be the best dog ever and Mr. Owner would
give me treats and I would That‛s enough,
Laila.
● A very soft dog named Duke has been elected
three times in a row for mayor of Cormorant,
Minnesota. Every voter voted for him except
one single vote for his girlfriend, Lassie. Wow!
I could totally be mayor! Just write me on the
ballot, and soon enough, I would have a
mayor hat just like Duke!
● One extremely excited woman boarded an
Uber ride to an amazing sight- a support dog
chilling in the front seat! I could have been
that dog and I would have gone viral if I was a
support
dog!

Laila is a little bit
jealous, so I guess it‛s
a good time to stop.
Please drop notes in
my folder across from the OTT room! You can give me
advice, suggestions, how much you love this column, or
random trash!
Goodbye from Laila and Mr. Owner!
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The random column
Hello! My brothers 1 am so pleased with you, this
morning when I checked my folder there was a
note that Chunk somebody put there. This
morning my nothe said meatball sub. So today
I will tell you about meatball subs. meatbaLL
subs are great food. But the problem is that
meatball subs are unhealthy. Hear are the
ingredients:
Meatballs:
●
●

½ Pound Ground Sirloin
1 large egg, beaten

●
●
●
●
●
●

1 cup (3 handfuls), Italian bread crumbs
1 medium onion, chopped fine
4 cloves garlic, crushed and minced
1/2 teaspoon crushed red pepper flakes
2 teaspoons (several drops) Worcestershire sauce,
1/4 cup (a couple of handfuls) flat-leaf parsley leaves,
chopped
1/4 cup (a couple of handfuls) grated Parmigiano or
Romano

●

● Coarse salt and black pepper
Making a meatball sub is not that hard work. You
really only need to do it for 52 minutes with a 20
minute prep Also if you do not want to make it you
can stop by pizza stop and pick up A pizza. I hope
you learned alot From this Parse and please drop
by my folder - random column
Movie Review : Black Panther
Black Panther is a movie about a marvel hero
from a country in Africa named Wakanda. Black
Panther, otherwise known as T‛challa has a very
intelligent little sister, Shuri. I really think that
you should watch this movie. Here is the cast list:
Black Panther
Nakia
Okoye
W‛Kabi
Shuri

Chadwick Boseman
Lupita Nyong‛o

Daniel Kaluuya
Letitia Wright

Danai Gurira

See you next time, remember to put movies in my
folder!
The Movie Reviewer
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Hi guys!!
I’m the recipe column. Today I got
A request for a good recipe to make
Brownies. Well, I know a really
Great recipe:
Ingredients:
● 1 pound unsalted bu er
● 1 pound plus 12 ounces semisweet chocolate chips
● 6 ounces unsweetened chocolate
● 6 extra‐large eggs
● 3 tablespoons instant coﬀee granules
● 2 tablespoons pure vanilla extract
● 2 1/4 cups sugar
● 1 1/4 cups all‐purpose ﬂour
● 1 tablespoon baking powder
● 1 teaspoon salt
● 3 cups chopped walnuts
Preheat oven to 350 degrees F.
Bu er and ﬂour a 12 x 18 x 1‐inch baking sheet.
Melt together the bu er, 1 pound of chocolate chips, and the
unsweetened chocolate in a medium bowl over simmering
water. Allow to cool slightly. In a large bowl, s r (do not beat)
together the eggs, coﬀee granules, vanilla, and sugar. S r the
warm chocolate mixture into the egg mixture and allow to cool
to room temperature.
In a medium bowl, si together 1 cup of ﬂour, the baking
powder, and salt. Add to the cooled chocolate mixture. Toss
the walnuts and 12 ounces of chocolate chips in a medium
bowl with 1/4 cup of ﬂour, then add them to the chocolate
ba er. Pour into the baking sheet.
Bake for 20 minutes, then rap the baking sheet against the
oven shelf to force the air to escape
from between the pan and the brownie dough. Bake for about
15 minutes, un l a toothpick comes out clean. Do not
overbake! Allow to cool thoroughly, refrigerate, and cut into 20
large squares. Put more ideas for recipes in my folder!!!!!!

Fifty years ago….
Fifty years ago yesterday in Memphis, Rev. Martin
Luther King Jr. delivered his final sermon, “I’ve Been to
the Mountaintop.” Less than 24 hours later, King was
assassinated at the Lorraine Motel in Memphis,
Tennessee. He was just 39 years old. King was in
Memphis to support striking sanitation workers. We
speak to Rev. James Lawson, who invited King to
come to Memphis to support the strike. At the time,
Lawson was the pastor of Centenary Methodist
Church in Memphis. King called Rev. Lawson “the leading
theorist and strategist of nonviolence in the world.”
By: Ila Desai
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The TV Show Critic

Hello everybody! As you know, I am the TV show
critic, and I want to thank you for all the article
recommendations I got in my folder! In total, I got
ﬁve items in my folder, and I am so thankful! The
shows that people recommended that I review were:
“The Day My Butt Went Psycho,” “Mickey Mouse,”
“Paw Patrol,” “Dora the Explorer,” and “The
Amazing World of Gumball.” The ﬁrst one I am
going to review ﬁrst is “The Amazing World of
Gumball.” It is an animated kids TV show whose
main character is a cat named Gumball Watterson.
Gumball gets in trouble alot. Gumball’s best friend is
named Darwin, who used to be the family pet until he
grew legs and arms and became part of the family.
There are 215 episodes and counting, and the ﬁrst
episode aired on May 3, 2011. All together, I think
that this show is full of laughs, but I also think that it
can be boring to some people and is deﬁnitely boring
a er you’ve watched two or three episodes straight.
For these reasons, I rate this show three out of ﬁve
stars. Thanks for reading! -That Annoying Critic

Interview with Todd A. Penegor, Wendy's CEO
Interviewer: On a scale from 1-10, how healthy is your
food?
Todd: Can I go into negatives?
Int: Is it true that there are rats in your food?
Todd: Rats! I wish that there were rats! What we have are
rabid frog skunks.
Int: How are your salads made?
Todd: Well you see we start with the horse intestine…
Int: Are your employees nice?
Todd: deﬁne nice.
Int: Do you like your company’s food?
Todd: (bursts out laughing)
Int: If you hate your food so much, why don't you quit?
Todd: Because this job gets me loaded with cash!
Int: Do you hate McDonalds?
Todd: don't even say that lying, ugly, disgusting, horrid,
disgrace of a restaurant
Todd then left so he could get his paycheck in cash. (It
ﬁlled 12 blimps.
By Malachy Dubin
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Hi it's me restaurant review I got a lot in my folder
today thank you so much I got two Anna’s Taqueria so
that’s what I’m going to do. Anna’s Taqueria is delicious
mexican place with a nice scenery and even better food.
here are some things from their menu: quesadillas,
burritos and tacos. My favorite is the chicken tacos.
Here’s the link to their menu:
http://www.annastaqueria.com

Cats are Cool
Cats are my favorite animal because
they are soft and cute. I also like them
because they are not scared of you. The
longest cat in the world is over 42
inches long. I also like them because
you can have them as pets and name
them. My favorite color of a cat is black.
But I like all colors. Black cats are cute
because they are dark and all one color.
I like it when cats make noises. I also like it when cats lick you.
It is cute.
I don’t have any cats at home. I do want one.
There is no animal better than a cat in my opinion.
Cats are really pretty. Did you know a female cat is called a
queen? Cool right. I love cats. I like it when cats walk up to you
and rub against your leg.
Do you like cats? I sure do.
By Callie

Incredibles 2 review

The first Incredibles came out in 2004.Now it’s 2018.That was
14 years ago!But now its out and its incredible!The main
character is Jack Jack,the baby.In the end of movie
Mr.Incredible says that Jack Jack has 17 powers!The only
other Incredible that has multiple powers is Violet the older
sister but she only has two powers.Throughout the movie
they fight bad guys,(obviously)Ms.Incredible finds a
job,Mr.Incredible watches Jack Jack,Violet and Dash while
Ms.Incredible is away on her job and Jack Jack shows of his
powers!I highly suggest this movie.It is Incredible! By: Alice
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The Following movie is one of the WORST movies in
history!
BY: Liam Glanville and
Alfonzo the mysterious
Number: 2
The Emoji Movie
Hello again reading world,
this is Movie Reviews. I will now call to your
attention our folder outside of the OTT room. If
you have bad movies to review (or good
movies, make it clear on the paper) you can
put them into the folder and have them
reviewed. Now back to your regularly
scheduled movie review. It seems as if
directors are running out of ideas. This new
failure proves it. The story takes place in an
iPhone and the storyline of the movie is just
HORRIBLE! The actors are bad and the
background story, OMG it's just like what's
wrong with you?! It's like the directors were so
lazy they had to make this trashy movie. This
movie should be ranked the number one
worst movie on the internet. The movie
focuses on the Meh emoji of all people and it’s
about how he’s bad at life. The movie should
be a horror movie because of how it melts
your brain and explodes your eyeballs. This
just disgustingly, horribly, trashy movie that
should not exist got 8 rotten tomatoes! My
mind just exploded right now. The fact that it
got 4 awards which are worst picture, worst
director, worst screen combo, and worst
screenplay, is just like, it’s just plain sad.
Comments:
I personally thought it had a poor plotline and
I don’t think it should have been a movie.-Erica
This movie is just plain trash! -Charlie
While I watched it I hated every minute of this
“movie”. This should have never been created
and it shows no sign of any hard work.Henry

“All I know is what I read in the papers.”
Will Rogers
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